RTI Driver Release Notes

08 Jan 18

The purpose of these release notes are to provide detailed information regarding fixes, enhancements, and known issues related to the Luma IP Camera Control System Drivers.

What It Is

These are the official RTI drivers for Luma recorders and IP cameras.

Important Note

Please ensure the sub stream on your control system is set to 6 frames per second or higher. Some control systems treat a stream with lower frame rates as if it were an image.

Where to Find It

These are available on the Luma product pages under the Support tab.

Features Added

Add support for:
- Privacy masks
- Navigation control
- PTZ camera control

Added support to enable and disable the following for each channel:
- Send motion email notification
- Send alarm email notification
- Record schedule

Known Limitations

No support for H.264 as this is a limitation inherent to RTI.

For DVRs, MJPEG resolution of 640 x 480 does not work.
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The purpose of these release notes are to provide detailed information regarding fixes, enhancements, and known issues related to the Luma IP Camera Control System Drivers.

Features Added

Support of MJPEG streaming on cameras on an external network switch and on the PoE port of the NVR.

Known Limitations

No support for H.264 as this is a limitation inherent to RTI.